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The main problem that people face in universities, especially in canteen and library is a queue. Sometimes, in order to get
serviced, people need to wait for their turn in a line, and usually it takes at least 5 minutes. Imagine what people face if they
want to get a bottle of water and they need to wait in line, which consists of 20 persons and they have just 10 minutes of break?

So, authors have started to think about the way to get rid of this queue and to make efficient way of servicing people, and
moreover, to service people in short amount of time.

In this research, the idea of use RFID- technology is trivial: we have multi-functional system, which is used not only in
library, but also in ATM and canteen; furthermore, this system is very helpful for the people, who work and study in universities,
which means most of their time they spend in campuses; so by distributing RFID-cards in campuses authors have offered to use
these cards instead of credit cards and cash.

1. – Introduction

Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is a technology that uses radio waves to transfer data from
an electronic tag, called RFID tag or label, attached to an object through a reader for the purpose
of identifying and tracking the object.

Some RFID tags can be read from several meters away and beyond the line of sight of the reader.
RFID systems have been widely used in many different application areas, such as: product tracking
through manufacturing and assembly , control of inventory, parking lot access and control, container
tracking, ID badges and access control, equipment tracking in hospitals, etc[1].

Comparing to other automatic identification technologies, such as optical barcode systems, RFID-
technology has several advantages, like: tag data can be read automatically without line of sight,
thought some materials, simultaneously tag reading and from a range of several meters [2].
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We have different types of RFID tags:
Passive RFID Active RFID

Power source External (Reader provided) Internal (Battery)
Tag Readabili-
ty

Only within the area covered by the
reader, typically up to 3 meters

Can provide signals over an extend-
ed range, typically up to 100 meters.

Energization A passive tag is energized only when
there is a reader present.

A active tag is always energized.

Magnetic Field
Strength

High, since the tag draws power
from the EM field provided by the
reader

Low, since the tag emits signals us-
ing internal battery source.

Shelf Life Very high, ideally does not expire
over a life time.

Limited to about 5 years, the life of
a battery.

Data storage limited data storage, typically 128
bytes

Store larger amounts of data

Cost cheap expensive
Size Smaller Slightly bulky (due to battery)

When we choose RFID we have to choose according what we are going to do.There are several
frequencies that are used for RFID. These include LF, HF, UHF, and Microwave frequencies. The
exact frequencies may vary depending on the country where it is used.

Frequency
Range

Description Typical Applications

< 135kHz Low Frequency
Inductive coupling

Access Control-Security
Animal identification

13.56 MHz High Frequency
Inductive coupling

Access Control
Library book

868 to 870
MHz
902 to 928
MHz

Ultra High Frequencies
Backscatterer coupling

Supply chain tracking

2.400 to 2.483
GHz

Backscatterer coupling Vehicle tracking

In [3], RFID- technology was used in order to control students’ attendance in classrooms au-
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tomatically. They have proposed an architecture and prototype of a system that uses distributed
RFID over Ethernet and they have demonstrated how to automate an entire students’ attendance
registration system by using RFID in an educational institution environment.

For the implementation of this research MIFARE RFID- tag was used, particularly MIFARE
MF1ICS50 type was used. This type of tag was developed by NXP to be used in a contactless smart
card according to ISO/IEC 14443 Type A.

The MIFARE MF1ICS50 IC is used in applications like public transport ticketing where major
cities have adopted MIFARE as their e-ticketing solution of choice. The MF1ICS50 chip consists
of the 1 Kbyte EEPROM, the RF-Interface and the Digital Control Unit. Energy and data are
transferred via an antenna, which consists of a coil with a few turns directly connected to the
MF1ICS50.

• RF-Interface:
– Modulator/Demodulator
– Rectifier
– Clock Regenerator
– Power On Reset
– Voltage Regulator
• Anti-collision: Several cards in the field may be selected and operated in sequence.
• Authentication: Preceding any memory operation the authentication procedure ensures that

access to a block is only possible via the two keys specified for each block.
• Control & Arithmetic Logic Unit: Values are stored in a special redundant format and can be

incremented and decremented.
• EEPROM-Interface.
• Crypto unit: The CRYPTO1 stream cipher of the MF1ICS50 is used for authentication and

encryption of data exchange.
• EEPROM: 1 Kbyte is organized in 16 sectors with 4 blocks each. A block contains 16 bytes.

The last block of each sector is called “trailer”, which contains two secret keys and programmable
access conditions for each block in this sector [4].

As a RFID-reader, the product YHU638 of EHUOYAN was used. By this reader, we can make
read and write operations without any contact, and it works on 13.56 MHz frequency [5].

“UNI-RFID system” consists of 3 inter-connected applications like “System for canteen (coffee-
shop)”, ” E-library system” and “Simulation of ATM” with a centralized database.

The main idea of using RFID-card is to make one unique card which replaces room key, student
card, library card, ATM card and access card, etc. By using only one card, people can not only save
time, but also save a space in their pockets by having only one card instead of a keychain and a pool
of different cards.

Also we can use RFID technology for other thing like taking attendance, parking, open door etc.
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2.- Experiment

a) Library

Picture 1. - Main page
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Picture 2. - Search engine for books
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Picture 3. - Stage for taking the book from library
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Fig. 1 - An old scheme for borrowing – returning book in library
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Fig. 2 - A new scheme for borrowing-returning a book in library

As it is shown from these 2 figures, by using second new approach, people saves time and
moreover, there is no queue, because students can preorder a book, and librarian can prepare this
preordered book and when student comes it will be ready to get. In the new approach, at the
beginning a module waits for RFID- card in order to identify students. It is necessary because when
student takes book, module automatically writes it to the database which is on server-side by using
student’s ID.

This module is a quite simple, and has 2 basic operations for now, however, library systems are
usually big and they have many functions. Considering only these two functions (get book and give
book) should be sufficient to point out the importance of using the RFID cards.

To borrow a book, students have to press a button called “Get Book”. Students can search by
name or by author of the book. They can see the results of the search in the list view. To get more
information about a particular book, they have to press twice on the name of the book.

Students can see name, author, description, ISBN and year of the book. Librarian is a responsible
for books, and considering this fact in this module librarian is a person who puts a deadline for
returning a book. Students must return books before the deadline, otherwise he (or she) will be
charged late fee per each day.

In case of insufficient amount of money in RFID-card, there will be a message saying how much
money student must pay.
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Picture 4. – Module for canteen and coffee-shops
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Pictures 5 and 6.- ATM system
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b) Canteen and Shops
The main problem in universities is that break lasts for only 10 minutes, and students have to

finish all their necessities and prepare for the next class. However, in order to buy something in
canteen or coffee-shops, student must wait in a line, and by doing this, student usually is late. So,
after analyzing this situation, especially in our university, authors came up with a solution which
helps to prevent a long line to service students during their break. Second module is application for
cashier to service their orders faster. As it is shown in the picture below, this module consists of 2
parts: first part is a kind of calculator for calculating total amount of order, and second part is for
paying for this order by using student’s RFID-card.

Cashier will ask student which way he/she wants to pay: by cash or by using RFID-card. In case
of insufficient amount of money, module will prompt a message. For identifying students, module
will get student’s photo from server by comparing ID of student with an ID in the server-side. It is
necessary for preventing illegal use of RFID-cards.

c) ATM
Third module of “UNI-RFID system” is implemented for using RFID-card instead of credit

or debit cards. Teachers can get their salaries directly to this card, or by putting some amount of
money to this RFID-card from their credit card requesting Accounting Department to perform this
operation. Moreover, student can do this as well, and it has been planned that in campus, these
RFID- cards will be accepted as credit cards and replace credit cards.

This module performs 4 basic operations:

1. Check balance- for checking the balance and how much money is in the card;

2. Get money- to withdraw money from RFID-card;

3. Send money- to transfer money from one RFID-card to another;

4. Payment- to make payments for education fee, retake exams, and so on;

As a security side for performing these operations, authors have used MD5 hash algorithm by
adding some additional operations in order to make it more secure.

3. - Future Work

For the future work, this research should be extended by adding more modules and making some
updates or changes in these 3 modules, which have been described in this research work. Authors
plan to add some new modules, like “System for checking the attendance of students», «Control
of doors”, “Parking lot system”, and so on. Simultaneously, other cards should be checked and be
replaced, because cards which were used for this research seemed to be secure less, and new cards
should have enough memory size so that we can keep more data inside of them.

4. - Conclusion

In this research, authors have shown the system that can be built with the use of RFID- technol-
ogy. This system is flexible, which means that we can extend our system by adding more modules.
Cards that have been used for this specific system are RFID- cards, and algorithm used has shown
stable and reliable results, and moreover, this algorithm has secured our important data that we
have stored in these cards.

These cards can be used in university, and it is believed that they can replace student’s id-cards.
Personnel and students can use these cards in many places within the university, as it was shown in
this project.

For the future, we can extend the work by adding the more functionality for this system, and by
adding more security for cards.

RFID- technology will continue its development and we have to use its functionality. The main
aim of this research is to show the possible use of RFID-technology and to build a system with the
RFID-technology deployment.
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БейсенбiМ.Ә., Сапарходжаев Н.П.
RFID- негiзiнде құрастырылған университет жүйесi
Жоғары оқу орындарында, адамдардың ең басты проблемалардың бiрi болып саналатыны- уақытты тиiмдi

пайдалана бiлу. Мысалы, егерде мұғалiмдер немесе студенттер асханада не болмаса кiтапханада бiр затты сатып алу
үшiн кезекте түру тиiстi. Бiрақ олар үшiн тек қана 10 минут үзiлiс уақыты берiлген, және де бұл уақыт жеткiлiктi
емес. Сондықтан, авторлар RFID атты жаңа технология негiзiнде тиiмдi шешiм ойластырып, жүзеге асырған. Берiлген
мақалада, RFID- технологияның қолданылуымен қатар, осы технология негiзiнде құрылған жүйе жайында ақпарат
берiлген. Бұл жүйе бiрнеше кiшiгiрiм iшкi жүйелерден тұрады және бұл жүйенi ҚР кез келген жоғары оқу орындарында
қолданылуға болады.

БейсенбиМ.А., СапарходжаевН.П.
Система для университетов, основанная на RFID-технологии
Одной из главных проблем, с которыми люди сталкиваются в университетах, в особенности в столовых и библиотеках

- это очередь. Иногда для того чтобы быть обслуженным, людям надо ждать своей очереди, и обычно на это уходит как
минимум 5 минут. Представьте, с чем люди сталкиваются, если им нужно купить бутылку минеральной воды и им нужно
стоять в очереди, которая состоит из 20 людей и люди, в особенности студенты, имеют всего 10 минут перерыва. Авторы
начали думать, как избавится от данной проблемы и нашли эффективное решение данной проблемы с применением
RFID- технологии. В данной статье рассматривается использование RFID- технологии, и была построена система, которая
содержит несколько подсистем, которые можно применять во многих высших учебных заведениях РК.
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